Indiana Packers Corporation

Quality Assurance Internship

Indiana Packers is a fully integrated pork production company headquartered in Delphi, Indiana. Since the founding of the business in 1991 (with a capacity of 4,200 hogs per day), Indiana Packers has grown to become a national leader in the processing of premium pork products with a current daily capacity of 17,000 hogs and production facilities in Frankfort and Delphi, Indiana and Holland, Michigan.

Position Summary:
The successful candidate will perform the daily duties consistent with a Quality Assurance Inspector. Through the execution of daily QA responsibilities, the intern will be exposed to the various activities and departments of a large pork slaughter and processing facility. Additionally, the intern may assist as needed with QA/R&D projects.

Responsibilities:
- Complete primal and sub-primal quality control audits.
- Perform monitoring and verification tasks prescribed in HACCP and SSOP plans.
- Complete other QA inspections including but not limited to: boneless meat inspections, ambient and product temperature monitoring, inspection of packaging materials, animal handling audits, process and procedural verifications, and finished processed product audits.

Qualifications:
- Minimum of a High School Diploma required, two years post-secondary education in an agricultural related field is preferred.
- Must be able to lift up to 30 lbs.
- Must be able to work in a cold environment.

Skills Required
- Excellent organizational and interpersonal skills
- Strong work ethic and willingness to execute duties consistent with a full-time QA technician position with high quality results
- Ability to complete tasks with minimal supervision
- Ability to operate a PC equipped with MS Office Software

Commitment
- Once accepted, the intern shall commit the time frame which they will be available for the internship. The duration shall be approximately mid-May to mid-August.
- Attendance is required and expected. Absences shall be pre-arranged and minimal. An excess of more than 2 unapproved absences may be result in dismissal from the internship.

Apply by sending your resume to Ms. Miller at rachel.miller@inpac.com.